E-RISE Method Questionnaire
With this questionnaire we would like to collect your impressions about the method that you are working with, regardless
of the scenario on which you are asked to apply the method. Please provide your responses sincerely and
spontaneously, since there are no right or wrong answers.
Read a pair of adjectives at a time and mark the number that corresponds to your opinion. Take for example the first pair
of adjectives. You are asked to judge the application on the dimension unsatisfactory - satisfactory. A reply is 1 if you think
that the application is very unsatisfactory, or 5 if you believe that it is very satisfactory. Use the scores to give intermediate
shades of opinion. Pay attention to the polarity of adjectives.
There are 10 questions in this survey

Method Presentation
In this section, we assess your impression about how the presentation of the method training has been done;
independent from the technical contents of the presentation

1 [token]Participant Token *
Please write your answer here:

2 [session:assessement]What is your overall impression about the
presentation of this session? *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Satisfactory
Length
Clarity
Please grade in the scale [1-10]; where 1 is the worst one and 10 is the best one

Method Assessment
In this section, we assess your impression about the method you are working with, regardless of the scenario on which
you are asked to apply the methodology

3 [Method-overall]Can you grade the overall impression about the method? *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Overall
Please grade in the scale [1-10]; where 1 is the worst one and 10 is the best one

4 [Method-Impression]What do you think about the Method *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Unsatisfactory
Reliable
Difficult to use
Usefull
Relaxing
Ineffective
Fun
Challenging
Clear
Informative

Satisfactory
Unreliable
Easy to use
Useless
Stressfull
Effective
Boring
Simple
Ambiguous
Uninformative

Can you assess your impression about the method on some aspects ? Be aware with the polarity of the
adjective
Read a pair of adjectives at a time and mark the number that corresponds to your opinion. Take for example
the first pair of adjectives. You are asked to judge the application on the dimension unsatisfactory satisfactory. A reply is 1 if you think that the application is very unsatisfactory, or 5 if you believe that it is
very satisfactory. Use the scores to give intermediate shades of opinion. Pay attention to the polarity of
adjectives.

5 [Method-like]What do you like the most about the method? *
Please write your answer here:

please list at least three items

6 [Method-least]What do you like the least about the method? *
Please write your answer here:

please list at least three items

7 [method-difficult]What information/concepts do you feel difficult to
understand in the method? *
Please write your answer here:

8 [Method-disoriente] How often did you feel disoriented during learning the
method? *
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Very Often

9 [method]Are you familiar with COBIT? *
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No

10 [methodvsCobit] What do you think about the eRISE method considering
your opinion toward COBIT? *
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 'Yes' at question '9 [method]' (Are you familiar with COBIT? )
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
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Unsatisfactory
Reliable
Difficult to use
Usefull
Relaxing
Ineffective
Fun
Challenging
Clear
Informative
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eRISE Method
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Satisfactory
Unreliable
Easy to use
Useless
Stressfull
Effective
Boring
Simple
Ambiguous
Uninformative

Can you assess your impression about the method in comparison with COBIT on some aspects ? Be aware
with the polarity of the adjective
Read a pair of adjectives at a time and mark the number that corresponds to your opinion. Take for example
the first pair of adjectives. You are asked to judge the application on the dimension unsatisfactory satisfactory. A reply is 1 if you think that the application is very unsatisfactory, or 5 if you believe that it is
very satisfactory. Use the scores to give intermediate shades of opinion. Pay attention to the polarity of
adjectives.

14.05.2011 – 00:00
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.

